
 

 

Minutes of the Plenaire Vergadering (8) of the FSR FMG  

Faculty Student Council of the Faculty of Social and behavioral sciences 

Date: 30th of October 2019 

Location: B3.11 

Present FSR ’19-’20: 

 

Alexandra Rosca, Birgit Peters, Minou De Rosa Silvera, Teun 

Prins, Marc Janvier-Olsen, Viktoriia Akhankova, Tom Flipse.  

Absent FSR ’19-20: Ana Mar Kreutzenbeck Pérez, Artem Gryshchenko, Michael 

Sivolap, Siddharth Jethwani, Nadya Manuputty.  

Minutes: Robin van den Hoek 

 

Concept agenda 

1. Opening  

2. Announcements  

3. Setting the concept minutes  

4. Action Points  

5. Mail 

6. Updates 

7. Setting the agenda  

8. Topic 1: Day of Representatives  

9. Topic 2: Evaluation Weekend 

10. Topic 3: HST Request for Consent  

11. Topic 4: Policy Plan  

12. Topic 5: Decentralization – CSR update 

13. Topic 6: Topics and strategy for following OV  

14. Topic 7: Response to Diversity letter  

15. Topic 8: Election Plan  

15. Any other business 

16. Points for the CSR 

17. Points for the Media 

18. Questions and Closing  
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1. Opening  

Alexandra opens the meeting at 11:07.  

 

2. Announcements  

Artem, Mike, Sid, Ana Mar and Nadya are absent. 

 

3. Setting the concept minutes 

The concept minutes of PV 7 are set with some changes. 

 

4. Action points  

The action list is updated.  

 

5. Mail  

17/10 UvA: ‘Conferentie De UvA op de drempel van de Jaren ‘20’ 

A conference on the Strategic Plan will be held in De Rode Hoed on 14/11. We already got an 

invitation to talk about this on the faculty level, but now we also get the chance to make our 

voice heard at the central level.  

➔ Who is interested in going? 

191030-1: All council members interested in going to the UvA Strategic plan will let 

Robin know.  

➔ Registering goes per individual. There are options for the morning program, afternoon 

program and the whole day. 

 

27/10 Invitation Constitutional Borrel AUCSAxAUC Student Council 

We have to let them know (RSVP form) if we are coming before the 3rd of November 

➔ 191030-2: Everyone who is attending the CoBo of the AUCSAxAUC student council lets 

Robin know this week.  

 

 28/20 Emma Fuchs: Kennismaking 

The ASVA would like to meet with the FSR to discuss possible collaborations.  

➔ Who will be meeting with Emma and Hanna? 

➔ 191030-3: Tom will contact Emma on a possible meeting (cc Robin and Alex).  

 

6. Updates  

Sid, Alex and Ana mar did not send any updates.  

 

Update delegate to the CSR (Artem): 

The CSR seems to finally have resolved its internal communication issues and to get back on 

their track of extensive work. The last PV was the least visited so far due to the exam week. 

However, we still discussed a range of issues, from confidential budget to the 24/7 Singel 

library pilot. The latter has great chances of being approved by the whole council and to be 
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proposed to the CvB. Technically, this specific initiative does not mean that the library will 

work non-stop. In a newly proposed pilot, opening hours are suggested to be prolonged till 2 

AM (so students could finish their assignments on time) and opening time is suggested to be 

changed from 9AM to 8:30. At the same time, the O&O committee is really busy with many 

files, including blended learning and decentralized rights of faculties in relation to this matter.  

 

7. Setting the agenda  

The agenda is set without any changes. 

 

8. Topic 1: Day of Representatives (phase: opinions & decision) 

This topic is postponed until next week.  

 

9. Topic 2: Evaluation Weekend (phase: decision) 

The council discusses possible locations for the evaluation weekend.  

Three city options:  

• Utrecht → quite luxurious, we could walk to the supermarket, but there is not enough 

room to cook and no central meeting space that could be of our own.  

• Haarlem → three apartments which are not close to each other. No garden/terrace but 

there is a central meeting space.  

• Amstelveen → same characteristics as Utrecht 

There is some discussion on the importance of having a central and private meeting space (very 

important) and on how far rooms are apart from each other. Haarlem option: having the rooms 

separate could increase noise complaints.  

 

Three rural options:  

• De Kwakel (Uithoorn) meets all demands. However, the rooms look less nice, there are 

only two bathrooms. The location is less easy to reach and it is not close to a 

supermarket.  

• Amstelveen: enough space, it is an apartment, we can make noise. It looks luxurious, 

but it is not easy to reach and not close to a supermarket. Alex stresses that we should 

not be too focussed on being close to a supermarket: we can arrange for a car. Minou: 

it’s better to borrow a car from someone we know since we’re low on budget. And in 

Minou’s experience, you always run out of something when you are out on a weekend 

with a group and it might be nice to have a supermarket in the area. Birgit thinks it’s a 

good idea to have a car anyways: to transport a whiteboard/flip over/to bring food to the 

Leger des Heils afterwards, etc. Tom will ask his father if he can borrow his car.  

• Weesp: slightly over budget: same pros and cons as the first two rural options. Has 

enough room for the council to meet.  
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We do not know exactly what the wishes are of the council members who are absent today, so 

having a mandated vote is quite hard today. The council decides to just vote online, in order for 

every council member to have a fair vote.  

 

191030-4: Alex makes a document for voting on the location of the evaluation weekend (will 

do this today).  

 

10. Topic 3: HST Request for Consent (phase: discussion / orientation) 

The council discusses the plan of how we will approach the HST request for consent which is 

due on the 22nd of November. All the documents are present in the Drive.  

 Alex’ idea was to keep working on pros and cons for the bachelor, and to bring this up 

with other council members (but just the ones that are interested). HST will be on the agenda 

for the O&C meeting for the next weeks: everyone who is interested in HST can contact Tom 

and he will tell them a time slot in which HST will be discussed so they can come in at that 

time. 

 

191030-5: Tom and Alex make a pro/con list for HST by next week.  

 

11. Topic 4: Policy Plan (phase: opinions / decision) 

The council is updated on the progress made with the policy plan by Teun, since Nadya is 

absent. Teun is not entirely up to date as to what the others have done. However, in the theme 

document, social safety was put under transparency. Teun does not see this connection. Alex 

believes this is because in the past there have been some problems with the UvA not being 

totally transparent with incidents with social safety, but Alex wants the faculty to be more 

transparent, in order to raise awareness on social safety. The UvA should take responsibility 

instead of trying to hide such incidents, according to Alex.  

 Birgit: Nadya said that she is almost done with her piece, but the still needed a diversity 

part to be completed. Teun will look into it, Alex can help. Teun still has to add social safety 

and the DoR, this will be done today. Tom is halfway and will be done today. The rest of the 

council can look into the policy plan until the 3rd of November. From the 3rd to the 6th, no 

more comments are added, they are just resolved. Minou will read the document in this period. 

The final version is due 6/11/19. 

 

191030-6: Alex helps with writing the diversity part for the policy plan.  

 

12. Topic 5: Decentralization – CSR update (phase: Orientation / Opinion) 

This topic is discussed in confidence.  

 

13. Topic 6: Topics and strategy for OV2 (phase: orientation / opinion) 
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• The council discusses the topics that should be discussed at the upcoming OV. The 

topics must include Language policy and HST.  

• The budget will be discussed, we could ask the dean for the appendix, ask on some 

clarifications and getting a list of abbreviations. The deadline for the budget is today but 

Alex still cannot sign the letter, she will try to contact Ana Mar.  

• The final deadline for the FSR to submit topics for the OV is the 6th of November.  

 

14. Topic 7: Response to Diversity letter (phase: discussion) 

The council discusses the dean’s response to the letter sent on behalf of our faculty concerning 

the incident with the Turkish student. 

 

Discussion 

Alex felt like the dean tried to turn around the words of the FSR and to make this the 

responsibility of the FSR, not of the dean. Birgit agrees with the deans point that the UvA should 

act as one united organisation, so the first point is legit. The message from the central level 

would be enough, according to Birgit and Teun. The dean could ask the central level to 

communicate their message in a different way. The FSR could ask dean to push the CvB to give 

an update on this situation and to communicate better.  

 Birgit is wondering: do we really have students coming up to us that were worried? 

Alex: the vice of the FSR FEB did have contact with Turkish students that agreed on this.  

 

Next steps 

Maybe it is enough to have sent this letter: it is good that we showed the students of the FMG 

that we were critical towards the dean regarding this issue. It could probably be enough to send 

a short response to the dean and not make a big discussion out of this. Several students messaged 

the FSR-channel and to Sid’s private Instagram regarding this issue and that they appreciated 

the FSR’s actions. It is good that we published our letter, since some publications on the conflict 

with the Turkish student somehow seem to have disappeared.  

 What happened to the teacher that refused this student? Unfortunately, there are no UvA 

regulations on these incidents and the FSR has no say in this. Tom/Teun: but there is the national 

constitution that says not to discriminate…  

 We can ask the dean for an update: what happened concretely?  

 

191030-7: Alex will respond to the dean regarding the Turkish student letter, after the council 

members have checked the response.  

 

15. Topic 8: Election Plan (phase: orientation) 

The council discusses the election plan for 20/21. The FSR FMG is required to offer feedback 

before the 7th of November. 
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 The main difference for the new election plan: the week will not be from Monday-Friday 

but Tuesday-Wednesday, so the weekend will be included now. They decided to include the 

weekend to make sure the election week will be less hectic (mental health solution) for the ones 

having to campaign.  

 Tom thinks it is a good idea to organise an event/party on the Saturday, where all student 

parties can promote themselves. Birgit never understood why the voting period was in the week 

before the exams: students won’t prioritize voting and people won’t be walking around at the 

university but be at home. Alex is not sure why this week is decided, but we can include this in 

our feedback. Tom thinks it might be possible that there are rules on the timing of the election 

week. 

 

191030-8: Alex will contact Hahae about the election period.  

 

15. Any other business 

• Political Science OC October 31st (need a representative from the council to attend) 

Alex will ask Sid for the agenda and send it to Birgit. If Birgit cannot make it, Marc will go 

for the first two ours.  

• Housing (extra room on the first floor). We were asked for options on what to do there. We 

decided to discuss this in the Fv-FMG on the 8th of November. Council members can bring 

this up to the DB or to the Fv-FMG 

• Teun and Birgit were advised by Tom Verhoek to ask the OWI’s on booking clusters of 

rooms and open them for rooms to study at, since this matter is regarding the domains. This 

might be a nice topic for the ODC meetings.  

• Birgit has a meeting with Annete Freyberg-Inan next week regarding the study active 

certificate.  

• Statement by Alex about missing council related activities 

• 191030-9: All council members fill in the datumprikker for the council activity. 

• 191030-10: Birgit and Teun write a concrete document on what the ODC’s should ask the 

OWI’s (guidelines on how to bring it up and what to get out of the discussion).  

 

16. Points for the CSR 

Artem is absent. 

 

18. Questions and Closing  

 

 Actionlist 

191030-1: All council members interested in going to the UvA Strategic plan will let Robin 

know.  
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191030-2: Everyone who is attending the CoBo of the AUCSAxAUC student council lets Robin 

know this week.  

191030-3: Tom will contact Emma on a possible meeting (cc Robin and Alex).  

191030-4: Alex makes a document for voting on the location of the evaluation weekend (will 

do this today).  

191030-5: Tom and Alex make a pro/con list for HST by next week.  

191030-6: Alex helps with writing the diversity part for the policy plan. 

191030-7: Alex will respond to the dean regarding the Turkish student letter, after the council 

members have checked the response.  

191030-8: Alex will contact Hahae about the election period.  

191030-9: All council members fill in the datumprikker for the council activity. 

191030-10: Birgit and Teun write a concrete document on what the ODC’s should ask the 

OWI’s (guidelines on how to bring it up and what to get out of the discussion).  

191014-2: Ana Mar will email Sterre on whether she can take the B1-course. 

191014-4: O&C will come up with an interactive game for the DoR (that is not 

Kahoot/Mentimeter) 

191014-7: Birgit will email the invitees for the DoR to confirm their presence/absence. 

191014-8: Birgit writes an evaluation of the CoBo for next year’s council 

191014-9: The policy plan taskforce discusses the important files with the specific fileholders 

(divided per theme). 

191014-10: The PR taskforce sends the hoodies to the printing company by the 4th of 

November the latest. 

191014-13: The FSR looks into the contracts with Cormet (result of policy plan).  

191009-3: O&F sends the advice on the FMG budget to the CSR (mailen 

to pjotr.vanderjagt@studentenraad.nl and CC: cor-uva@uva.nl) 

191009-4: Robin contacts the winner of the summer package (last year’s council). 

191007-3: Nadya and Ana Mar discuss the effect of the changes at Psychology on the budget 

of the FMG. 

191007-4: Mike updates the website this week with pictures / profiles of the new members. 

191007-5: Council members who are willing to join the Events committee will contact Artem. 

The events committee will just be a part of the PR committee 

191007-7: Artem will look into the numerus fixus of the programs of the FMG (right now only 

Psychology has numerus fixus?). To be discussed in the O&C. 

191007-10: Nadya and Teun schedule the appointments for ’19-’20 with the programme 

directors for the ODC Psychology. 

191007-11: Alexandra and Ana Mar schedule the appointments for ’19-’20 with the programme 

directors for the ODC POW. 

191007-13: Ana Mar talks to Marieke about Marieke’s contacts with Dutch students with a 

bicultural background and checks whether they are interested in having a conversation with the 

dean or with the diversity working group 
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